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Educational institutions are grappling with transformative changes  
and diverse challenges as they shift toward student-centered learning.  
Maintaining a holistic approach to education underscores the vital  
importance of the school environment in shaping the trajectory of  
student success.

At KI, we understand the task of establishing an effective school environment can 
be complex, involving resource allocation, addressing disparities,  
and navigating digital education. Privacy pods can play a pivotal role in  
providing students the best of both worlds – space for social interaction  
as well as private, quiet spaces they can access on demand.

Bring balance around a school and across campus—easily and economically— 
by incorporating KI WiggleRoom® pods and Super Structures.

ALL STUDENTSSPACES FOR ALL STUDENTS
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A supportive and well-designed physical and emotional 
environment enhances engagement, motivation, and 
community-building. Inclusive spaces that embrace 
diversity and modern technologies empower educators 
to provide personalized learning experiences.

Sometimes, students need to gather.

WiggleRoom Super Structure is a dynamic post-and-
beam system that makes it easy to create multi-sized 
freestanding spaces within open-plan environments. 

And sometimes, they need to get away.

Single-person WiggleRoom pods create a perfect 
space to focus. The pods also serve as a respite 
area should staff or students need quiet time.

WiggleRoom pods and Super Structures are 
an exceptional solution for interior architecture 
without permanent connections. Both solutions can 
stand independently of HVAC and fire abatement 
systems or work with existing infrastructure 
(verify with your local building codes).

With a variety of finish options and configurations, 
the pods and Super Structures can also meet any 
aesthetic. WiggleRoom solutions offer industry-
leading installation time, minimal construction on site, 
and visual and acoustical privacy where desired.

GATHER OR GET AWAYSPACES TO GATHER OR GET AWAY
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Once dedicated to reading and independent study,  
libraries have morphed into media centers to better 
accommodate new ways of studying. Now catering to  
both independent learners and group work, media 
centers are the perfect place for WiggleRoom products. 

The acoustical properties of pods and Super Structures 
allow students within to speak at normal levels, laugh,  
and socialize without disturbing those in proximity. 
Intersperse pods among the tables and stacks 
to give students a quiet space to focus.

APPLICATIONS & SPACES
WIGGLEROOM IN 
APPLICATIONS & SPACES
LIBRARIES & MEDIA CENTERS
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Neurodivergent students and those with sensory 
processing differences may find it difficult to focus 
in the buzzing classroom environment. WiggleRoom 
pods can be used in a classroom or throughout a 
school to provide a calm, controlled, quiet space 
when feeling overwhelmed or stressed.

Pods can help create inclusive environments. In 
addition to meeting ADA standards, WiggleRoom pod 
and Super Structure are a Certified Autism Resource, 
awarded by the International Board of Credentialing 
and Continuing Education Standards (IBCCES), which 
delivers the global standard for training and certification 
in the areas of autism and other cognitive disorders.

WELL-BEING & SENSORY SPACES

Anxiety, stress, and depression have steadily increased 
over the last decade as the leading causes of concern 
for students seeking mental health services, increasingly 
through telehealth. Schools can empower students to 
put their well-being and mental health first by having 
a therapy session any time of day in the privacy of 
a pod. This option alleviates the need to head to a 
counseling center or coordinate with other classmates 
or roommates to ensure privacy for a session.
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An increasing number of employers turning to virtual 
interviews to meet potential candidates has uncovered 
a need for virtual interview spaces from career service 
offices and students. WiggleRoom pods support the 
changing nature of the post-graduate job search by giving 
students a place to interview around school premises.

Faculty, too, can use pods to interview everyone 
from potential new associate professors to 
program directors who may join the university.

CAREER SERVICES
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When placed in a school lobby or administrative area, 
Super Structures provide spaces for small groups to  
meet such as departments or student government.  
The structures also give principals, school resource 
officers, and other administrators a confidential space  
to meet with parents about a conflict or challenge their  
child is facing.

Similarly, Super Structures can provide dedicated 
spaces for one-on-one student-counselor meetings.  
In the event of conflict among students, the structures  
provide a space where a counselor can mediate and  
students can talk through their feelings without 
being sent to the principal’s office.

ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
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OCCUPANCY INDICATOR LIGHT
Optional motion-activated LED light indicates 
whether pod is in-use or available.

VENTILATION
Motion-activated “ceiling” fan constantly replenishes 
internal pod air, maintaining a comfortable environment.

OPTIONAL SPRINKLER
WiggleRoom is designed to accommodate sprinklers 
for fire safety (field-installed by licensed contractor).

LIGHTING
Motion-activated LED light has an optional dimmer for 
individualized control of light levels. Light automatically turns 
off when no motion is detected for a period of 15 minutes.

SELF-CLOSING MAGNETIC DOOR
Minimizes noise distractions. Door is clear glass.

OPTIONAL MARKERBOARD
A dry-erase surface can be used for 
quick notes or brainstorming.

POWER
Optional power module supports a USB-A port as well 
as wireless charging and offers two 120V AC outlets. 
Specify power supply as 3-prong plug or hardwire.

SURFACES
14” deep laminate worksurface and 5” deep accessory 
ledge can be mounted at either 29” or 42” height.

STOOL
Optional WiggleRoom stools are fixed to the 
floor and upholstered with stool heights of 18” 
or 30” and stool seat diameter of 12”.

CARPET
Choose from high-performance grey carpet or 
customer-ordered carpet (both are field-installed).

ADJUSTABLE FLOOR GLIDES
Glides adapt to uneven floors and ease repositioning. 
Optional adjustable seismic glides (if required by local codes).

WIGGLEROOM 
POD

KEY FEATURES 
WIGGLEROOM 
POD
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ADA COMPLIANT
Super Structure rests directly on the floor. Door openings and 
interior dimensions accommodate all accessibility requirements.

CEILING OPTIONS
Open, closed or semi-open louvered ceiling 
options are available for varying acoustic privacy, 
air flow and fire suppression requirements.

SELF-CLOSING FRAMELESS GLASS DOOR
The ADA-compliant, tempered 1/2” glass door features 
hydraulic slow-close hinges and opens 180 degrees with a 
hold-open setting. Designed with an aluminum frame, the 
neoprene sound seal gasket provides acoustic privacy. 
Door pulls (18”) are available in brushed stainless or black.

MICRO ARCHITECTURAL 
The freestanding 6063 aluminum post and beam system meets 
International Building Code (IBC) and seismic requirements.

VENTILATION
Two 62 CFM fans replenish air and maintain a comfortable 
environment (available with the Full Solid Ceiling and Louvered 
Ceiling options). Full ceilings can be specified without fans, 
allowing rooms to be connected to building HVAC systems.

WALL-MOUNTED OCCUPANCY & VACANCY SENSOR
The wireless, battery-powered, passive infrared (PIR) sensor 
controls lights via a RF signal. Sensor can be programmed 
for either occupancy or vacancy sensing. Lights can be 
programed to automatically turn off at 1, 5, 15 or 30 minutes.

LIGHTING
Photometrically analyzed 6” LED light fixtures provide the 
perfect amount of light. Light temperature is adjustable 
during installation or as needed by a qualified technician.

WIRELESS LIGHT SWITCH
Dimmable light switch with programmable light 
level settings and a 10-year battery life.

POWER
Power is available in left, right or both side walls. 

• UL-listed pre-wired solid walls include a  
  wall receptacle with two 120V outlets.
• UL-listed hardwired solid walls include an empty single  
  device electrical box (wired on site by electrician).

FIRE SUPPRESSION
Designed to accommodate sprinklers for fire safety 
(field-installed by a licensed contractor).

WIGGLEROOM
SUPER STRUCTURE

KEY FEATURES 
WIGGLEROOM

SUPER STRUCTURE
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KIABOUT KI
OUR VALUES: GETTING TO KNOW US 
From our humble beginning in 1941 as a manufacturer of simple metal furniture, KI has evolved 
into one of the world’s most respected brands in the contract furniture industry. KI is known 
as a prominent designer and manufacturer of innovative furniture and architectural wall 
systems in the education market. Privately held and employee-owned, KI deploys people and 
investments where our customers need them most— thought leadership, research, design, 
technology, distribution, and support services. This alignment is consistent with the KI brand 
promise to provide “Trusted Expertise” during every phase of the customer experience.

OUR ATTENTION TO DETAIL 
We recognize that any process is only as strong as its weakest link. That is why KI’s 
Trusted Expertise is not just apparent during the engagement and design phases. 
It also extends through the all-important “back end” operational phases of the 
customer relationship. Here, our customers are connected with a dedicated support 
team whose sole focus is to oversee critical support functions, such as:

• Design and space planning resources, including floorplan drawings and full-color renderings.

• High-quality, durable furniture backed by an industry-best warranty.

• Procurement options, including working with a local dealer or purchasing direct.

• Coordinated delivery, installation, and customer service.

• Leasing options.

OUR “MARKET OF ONE” PHILOSOPHY  
So, what makes KI truly different from its competitors? Its “Market of One” approach.  
While many of our competitors embrace a “one-size-fits-all” business model, KI listens  
to clients and responds with exact product solutions that meet very specific needs,  
whether it’s for one unit or one thousand units. 

OUR CUSTOMER SATISFACTION  
KI takes a personal view of how our customers see us. Because we are an employee-owned 
company, everyone at KI is a stakeholder. We know that every interaction, every product and 
service experience, and every post-sale issue is indeed very personal to our clients.  
Ultimately, your success determines our success.
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Scan to watch a clip of how 

WIGGLEROOM  
SUPER STRUCTURES
met the unique needs of   

St. Francis College

Your spaces and environments speak volumes not just about what you do, but who you are. 

Infinity From KI™ can help you make impressive statements in limitless ways.

We can help create a custom solution by modifying an existing product or co-creating a solution 

specific to your space and brand. Our design and manufacturing teams are uniquely equipped 

to bring your design vision to life. Together, the opportunities and possibilities are endless.

And it simply starts with an idea. 

At St. Francis College in Brooklyn, New York, the urban campus used WiggleRoom Super 

Structures to create on-demand privacy with a series of huddle rooms for open areas.  

However, they wanted to maintain a sense of airiness and enhance daylighting despite  

these enclosed spaces. The team engaged Infinity From KI to design a custom solution for  

the Super Structures with clerestory “window” panels for extra light and sliding glass doors  

to maximize their footprint.

DIFFERENTIATING SOLUTIONS 
UNIQUE TO YOU

https://youtu.be/MNTb_Xkmkos
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YOUR EDUCATION 
FURNITURE PARTNER

THANK YOU FOR THE OPPORTUNITY TO BE

LEARN MORE about WiggleRoom individual pods and Super Structures at KI.COM/PODS  
to see how they can support your school community in the years to come.

Find your regional sales specialist at KI.COM/SALES or call 800.424.2432  
to discuss the design needs for your learning facility today.

YOUR EDUCATION 
FURNITURE PARTNER

1330 BELLEVUE STREET    
GREEN BAY, WI 54302  

800.424.2432  /  KI.COM
KI is a trusted expert for furniture and wall systems around the globe. 
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